We are going to learn about a fun beard and mustache contest.
Is there anything funny about these dogs?
Read with the teacher and then answer the questions below.

These are fully grown **beards** and **mustaches**. Men from all over the world come together to see who will be crowned the “king of the beard.”

What can you see here? What do the men who come together want?
The Bart Club started this beard and mustache contest in Germany. This fun event became popular in Europe and North America.

Who started this contest?
For this contest, people need to take care of their beards and mustaches first. Then, they are judged according to how long and **weird** their beards and mustaches are.

**Word Focus**

- The **weird** man went outside without putting on his shoes.
- What is **weird** about the contest?
Finally, a **winner** is chosen for the best beard and mustache. He is given an **award** and the title of “king of the beard.”

**What does the winner of the contest get?**
Task 4 min

Solve the word puzzle.

HINT: Use the clues in the "WHAT AM I?" box to find the answer.

WHAT AM I?
1. a competition where people try to win.
2. (across) a person wins.
2. (down) something that looks different from others.
3. hair on the chin.
Leadership 4 min

Discuss with the teacher.

Q1. What is the name of this contest? The name is ...

Q2. Who has the best beard and mustache? I think ... has the best beard and mustache.

Q3. Who has the worst beard and mustache? I think ... has the worst beard and mustache.
In this lesson, we...

learned about a fun beard and mustache contest.

learned new words.

- beard
- mustache
- winner
- weird
- contest
- award

Good job!